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USS: a history of benefits

• 1974–2011: Final salary

• 2011 valuation: Final salary section closed to new
entrants; career average for new joiners

• 2014 valuation: Final salary closed to new accrual; career
average for all (up to £55k)

• 2017 valuation: Major industrial dispute; Joint Expert
Panel

• 2018 valuation: Contribution hike? Strike action? Other?
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Link: Report of the Joint Expert Panel, September 2018

http://www.ussjep.org.uk/files/2018/09/report-of-the-joint-expert-panel.pdf


2018 valuation: bait and switch?

• USS propose 2018 valuation to take account of JEP
recommendations;

• 2017 to be filed with phased contribution rises; 2018
valuation to intercept the worst;

• JNC shown figures: JEP recommendations applied to
2018 data lead to surplus and reduced contributions
(25.5% total);

• Employer support secured, then... USS executive team
recommend dropping 2 of 3 main JEP recommendations,
linking the third to ‘trigger contributions’.
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Misrepresentation of the regulator?

Main justification for rejecting JEP recommendations? They
would send the ‘discount rate’ above the regulator’s internal
benchmarks, but...

these benchmarks don’t exist!
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From: On the significance of USS’s misrepresentation of tPR,
Mike Otsuka, 6 March 2019

https://medium.com/@mikeotsuka/on-the-significance-of-usss-misrepresentation-of-tpr-717021bc3771


Current situation

• USS say the total correct rate is 33.7% (10.7%
employees, 23% employers);

• Two further ‘options’ offered to employers;

• Option 2: lower initial rate (29.7%) but with ‘trigger
contributions’ in 2% steps (up to 35.7%);

• Option 3: first two years at 30.7%, next two at 34.7%,
but 2020 valuation to intercept the higher rate;

• JEP publishes second report in the autumn into
governance and valuation. Can this help?
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What happens from here?



More information

• The outcome of the USS 2018 valuation, Jo Grady ansd
Sam Marsh, 13 May 2019

• USS UPDATE!, Sheffield UCU on twitter, 3 June 2019

• USSbriefs: https://medium.com/ussbriefs

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/Sam_Marsh101

https://medium.com/ussbriefs/the-outcome-of-the-2018-valuation-918bb434403c
https://twitter.com/sheffielducu/status/1135538389938245634
https://medium.com/ussbriefs
https://twitter.com/Sam_Marsh101

